
 
SUPER PUZZLE 
(WORD PUZZLE) 

 

“Super Puzzle” is a small budget, easy to follow, 

play-along word puzzle show that proved its 

success for years.  

With its daily, weekly and monthly finals “Super Puzzle” created TV 
characters  and social media buzz and received many awards. 

Super easily branded, “Super Puzzle” also became a phenomenon in which 
everybody can compete and have fun. Super Puzzle is a simple game that 
embraces all demographics, yet it is fast-paced, energetic and prestigious. 
 

Every program 4 contestants race against 
the clock testing their  verbal skills, 
vocabulary and word knowledge in fast 
paced rounds and having lots of fun! 

1st. Round the contestants try to 
complete the 3 words which has the 
same missing consecutive  letters.  

2nd. Round they are given the meaning of the word and they try to find the 
correct word racing against the clock. The letters of the word start to appear   on 
screen one by one, lowering down the total points to be won. 



 

SUPER PUZZLE 

3rd. Round contestants reorder the mixed letters to find the maximum number 
of words. 

4th. Round they need to produce new words from the mixed letters. The longest 
word brings a bonus score.  

The contestant with the highest score plays for the final round.  

In the Final, words from the 4 rounds appear on the screen. The finalist needs 
to find the meaningful phrase or idiom by choosing the right words. The winner 
also gets to compete in the weekly final to multiply his winnings. The winners of 
weekly finals compete for the Super Final!

Super Puzzle  
Screeners 
Promo: Link 
Episode: Link 
For more info: Lucid Dream 
Entertainment 
Email: NILUFER KUYEL 

Broadcast Period: Turkey – BLOOMBERG HT 
(March 2014 - December 2016) 750 eps x 70’ 

Timeslot: Weekly / Stripped 45’-70’ 

*Mobile app can be provided upon request. 

Super Puzzle had sponsored questions, used as a team 

building company event game and received  awards with 

positive feedback on social media and press.  

Unlike other word game shows, Super Puzzle succeeded to 
reach young demographics. 
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